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T H E OLDEST COLLEGE
SGE NEWSPAPER IN FLORIDA
NDED IN 1894

Department Info
A quick reference guide to
all the important, need-toknow phone numbers all
over campus, courtesy of the
Sandspur.

Dr. Duncan's Welcome
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Rollins at World Series
Congratulations to the
members of the Rollins
Baseball team for their
participation in the
College World Series.

Catch some warm words of welcome from
our esteemed new leader, President Dr.
Lewis Duncan.
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The Sandspur Welcomes You Leading
the
Way
Back to Rollins College!
• It's time for the
First Year Fall
Leadership
Retreat.

• It's that time of
year again! Rollins
College students
roll back in to start
a new year.

by Jami Furo
copy editor

This retreat is organized
by the Office of Student
Involvement
and
Leadership, and it helps welcome students to Rollins
College and get them
involved in the various

by Caitlin Geoghan
editor-in-chief

What does it mean when
the daily rain showers combine with flustered freshmen
meeting their roommates for
the first time and all of those
experienced upperclassmen
strolling into the residence
halls? Looks like Rollins
College is open for business
for the 2004-2005 academic
school year.
A lot of changes have
taken place during the summer. A great deal of construction has been completed, and some projects are
still in progress.
One major completed
project from the summer is
the soccer field. Recall the
gravel pit inhabiting the
Cahall-Sandspur field at the
end of last year. It has been
transformed into a lush
NCAA sized field complete
with bleachers.
Updates have also been
made in the traditional residence halls. New carpeting
has been laid in Ward Hall
and Rex Beach Hall.
Continuing
projects
include Keene Hall (the
music building), The Bush
Science Center, and the
Cornell Art Museum. Keene
Hall is in pieces while it
undergoes its renovations.
Upon its reopening, which is
currently slated for Fall 2005,
the art mueseum will have a
brand new configuration
and appearance. Bush has
also had a face lift and now
matches the majority of the
buildings
on
campus.
Further cosmetic additions

activities on campus. At the
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THE CAMPUS BEAUTIFUL: Behold the beauty of Mills lawn and Rollins College, one of the

most beautiful places to learn,
are planned to improve the
aesthetic value of the buildAdditionally,
some
Greek organizations have
shuffled positions on campus. The fraternity Phi Delta
Theta is now located in Plug
and Harmon Halls and XClub has moved to Gale
Hall. Rex Beach Hall is now
a regular residence hall
again. Hooker Hall, home of
Chi Psi has had serious
repairs due to water damage
from last year.
Buildings are not the
only changes this year. We at
the Sandspur would like to
take this opportunity to
extend a warm welcome to
our new president, Dr. Louis
Duncan. We look for great
things to come from the former Dartmouth Dean of
Engineering and are excited
abouf working with him.

A portion of the freshman class will once again be
living in Nexus "Living
Learning
Community"
along with the Honors
Program freshmen. These
students will live together in
McKean Hall and take similar RCC courses.
An important event for
all students is the Student
Involvement Fair, which
takes place on Sunday,
August 22, in the Alfond
Sports Center. This program
can benefit both returning
and new students find
organizations that match
their individual interests.
Overall, the 2004-2005
academic year is shaping up
to be an exciting year full of
new faces and campus
improvements. From everyone on the Sandspur Staff,
welcome back Rollins and
good luck!

retreat, students will learn
about good leadership, bond
with their new classmates,
and get away from campus
for a weekend to relax and
have a good time.
This
year's
Fall
Leadership Retreat is entitled Flight School III: Return
of the King. It is the third in
the Flight School series of
leadership retreats.
This year, the retreat will
be held in Umatilla, FL
CONTINUED O N PAGE 6
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Charley Sweeps Across Central FL
• Charley forces
an evacuation of
campus and
teamwork from all
who remained.
by M a r k Bartschi
managing editor

Friday the 13th proved
to be particularly unlucky
for hundreds of thousands
of residents in Central
Florida
as
Hurricane
Charley crossed the state
packing winds in excess of
145 miles per hour.
The Rollins Emergency
Management Team, after
reviewing
reports
that
Charley was almost certain
to impact the Orlando area,
made the decision to close all
campus services Friday at
noon and evacuate the campus by 4:00 p.m.

For the 160 peer mentors
and resident assistants on
campus who had nowhere
to go, the Cornell Campus
Center served as their emergency shelter while Charley
swept through.
Rollins did not incur any
significant structural damage; however, they were left
without power for quite
some time. The campus also
lost several trees and was
covered with debris blown
about by the storm.
As soon as the storm
passed, administrators, facilities management, and student leaders swung into
action to survey the damage
and begin repairs.
Ann Marie Varga, Asst.
VP of Public Relations, said,
"We sustained minimal
damage, but there was a lot
of cleanup effort, and the
facilities department was

particularly wonderful in
the time they invested making sure we got the campus
back in order."
Cara Meixner, Director
of Student Involvement,
worked with the student
leaders, remarking, "The
Resident Assistants and peer
mentors have pitched in
above and beyond, calling
every new and returning
student to let them know
about changes. As a thank
you, they all were treated to
Universal Studios/ ,
Now that the storm has
passed and recovery efforts
are nearing completion,
Rollins plans to resume normal operations and kick off
the 2004-2005 school year as
originally planned, only a
few days later.
But for those who weathered the storm, it will be an
experience not soon forgotten.

Editor's note: As of press time, power is still not restored to some areas of the
campus, which may affect some times and locations. Please listen and watch
for announcements and updates to this schedule.
Saturday, August 21
Check-In
President's Welcome
Class Photo
Dinner
Residence Hall Meetings
Off Campus Stud. Recept.
ACE Event

Cornell Campus Center
Alfond Sports Center
Jane M. Johnson Plaza
Cornell Campus Center
Residence Halls
Off Campus Stud. Lounge
Dave's Downunder

10:00 a.m. - Noon
Noon - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 5 : 0 0 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 7 : 0 0 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - Midnight

Sunday, August 22
Journey to a
Hate-Free Millenium
Parents' Orientation
Goodbye Lunch
ACE Event
Dinner
ACE Event (Concert)

Alfond Sports Center
Large RCC Classrooms
Bush Auditorium
Cornell Campus Center
Campus Center or Alfond
Cornell Campus Center
Mills Lawn

9:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m. - Noon
Noon - 1:00 p.m.
Noon - 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 4 : 0 0 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - Midnight

Mondays A u g u s t 2 3
RCC Classes Meet
College Policies
Lunch
Honors Lunch
Individual Advising
IT Sessions (every hour)
Dinner
RHA Fox Hunt
ACE Event: Talent Show

RCC Classrooms
Bush Auditorium
Cornell Campus Center
Galloway Room
Olin Library
Olin 24-Hour Lab
Cornell Campus Center
Mills Lawn
Dave's Downunder

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.
10:15 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
10:30 a.m. - Noon
Noon - 1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. - 2 : 3 0 p.m.
2:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 7 : 0 0 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m. - Midnight

Tuesday, August 24
Returning Stud. Check-In
RCC Classes Meet
Assembly for Convocation
Procession
Convocation
Lunch
RCC Classes Meet
Student Involvement Fair
Dinner
Off Campus Stud. Dinner
Ace Event: Game Show

Cornell Campus Center
RCC Classrooms
Mills Lawn
Knowles Memorial Chapel
Knowles Memorial Chapel
Cornell Campus Center
RCC Classrooms
Alfond Sports Center
Cornell Campus Center
Cornell Campus Center
Dave's Downunder

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m. - 5:45 p.m.
5:45 p.m. - 6:00

p.m.

6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.'
9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
10:30 p.m. - Midnight

9:00 a.m. - Noon
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SURVEYING THE DAMAGE: While Rollins was spared any
structural damage, several trees were torn from the ground.

Getting Through Charley
was quite a relief having
campus administrators and
staff such as the President
and Vice Presidents toughing it out with .us. IT and
Facilities were definitely on
the
ball,
giving
the
Emergency crew all of the
by S a r a h L e d b e t t e r
services they needed.
office of multicultural affairs
A few of us ventured out
I woke u p Saturday to sneak a peek at Rollins
morning behind .the IC desk once the sun came up. Trees
of the Campus Center some- were snapped in half as if
time around 5:00 in the they were twigs, and leaves
morning... I couldn't tell, and branches covered the
because my cell phone had sidewalks. The whole camdied and there was no power pus was green. I will never
except to generate some forget the experience for as
light. I snuffled around to long as I live - it was surreal.
find something to drink or Power was gone for days,
someone to chat with, and I but we "rolled with the
found both... the Dining punches/ 7 a phrase that
Services staff was up and came u p over and over
had hot coffee and tea avail- throughout the week. The
able, and there were other Peer Mentors
definitely
troopers u p and at it as well. stepped u p by calling all
Lots of students, including Arts & Sciences students,
RAs, Peer Mentors, and oth- updating
them
with
ers, began waking up from Orientation and move-in
their slumber, and members changes. Facilities had this
of the administration and place looking ten times betstaff and their families were ter within days. Despite the
all up by the time a hot power outage, IT helped us
breakfast was served.
tons by getting us all the
I cannot even begin to information we needed to
tell you how impressed I call everyone. The Rollins
was with the way the com- community was sort of
munity came together to get knocked down, but everythrough one of Rollins's one got back up with the
toughest times. The campus help of one another, no comEmergency Team was out- plaints
or
anything.
standing, Campus Safety Somehow, I suppose by
handled things extremely working until midnight
well and put in some really every night, we're making
long hours, and Residential Orientation happen.
Life made sure all the stuSo if you were part of
dents could get back into this experience and helped
their rooms the next morn- in getting through a really
ing. The Dining Services difficult week, I just wanted
members were amazing, to thank you. I know I didn't
providing food for all meals mention
everybody
for both the campus commuinvolved, but you all deserve
nity and the Winter Park
a huge pat on the back. If
community - Winter Park
there's anything I've learned
Police and Fire Department
in this experience, it's that
members oftentimes swung
we've got a great family
by to take a break at Rollins.
here, and no matter what
As a student forced to evacuhappens, we can get through
ate to the Campus Center, it
it one way or another.

• One student
who weathered
the storm at
Rollins reflects on
the campus effort.
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Dr. Lewis Duncan took
office as Rollins' 14th president
on August 1. The former dean
of Dartmouth College's Thayer
School of Engineering has also
served as provost and senior
vice president for academic
affairs at the University of
Tulsa. He earned his bachelor's
degree in physics and mathematics and his master's and
doctorate in space physics from
Rice University in Houston.
President Duncan continues to
conduct research, and his current interests include experimental space plasma physics,
radiophysics, and technology
and public policy.
On behalf of the entire
Rollins academic community, I am delighted to extend a
warm welcome to our new
and returning students. I
share many of the feelings of
the members of the Class of
2008 and students transferring from other colleges and
universities. Like you, I am
learning my way around
campus, meeting new people, and getting to know
about Rollins. I have
described my plan for my
first days as the college's
new president as "hitting the
ground listening." I do,
indeed, plan to listen carefully, and also to ask many
questions. I encourage all of

our new students to do the
same.
I am asked frequently
what drew me to Rollins,
and I imagine that much of
what I liked about the college also appealed to you: a
welcoming academic community committed to student-centered liberal education, a dynamic faculty dedicated to quality teaching,
and a supportive campus
environment. The people I
met during my visits last
spring—students, faculty,
and staff—impressed me
with the ways they enjoyed
one another and responded
to one another, much like an
extended family. This type of
community creates a safe
environment for earnest
intellectual inquiry and a
diversity of perspectives and
opinions, requisites for the
type of education we strive
to provide. Each of us shares
together in the responsibility
for keeping our campus
community strong and vital.

MEET THE NEW BOSS: The fourteenth president of Rollins College, Lewis Duncan, is prepared
to lead the college into the next frontier of higher learning.

This fall, I will begin
holding a weekly "open
office" at the Cornell
Campus Center for all members of our Rollins community to stop by and share
with me your . thoughts,
ideas, hopes, concerns, and
needs. I look forward to

meeting many of you there
over the months to come.
Please watch The Sandspur
for announcement of the
times.
As we step across the
threshold into this yet young
21st century, the year ahead
promises exciting opportu-
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YOUR PRESIDENT:
Incoming SGA president
Pierce Neinken.

On behalf of the current
student body, I would like to
welcome all of the incoming
students. Congratulations,
for you are now part of our
Rollins Community. You
may proudly refer to yourself as a Rollins student.
You may ask yourself,
why be so proud to call
yourself a Rollins student?
This is because you are now
a student with arguably
more opportunities in front
of you than most colleges
and universities have to
offer. Here at Rollins your
potential to make change
ends only at the limit of your
own initiative. If you want it
to happen, there is a way for
you here at Rollins.
Whether you want to

«^HB
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nities for shared learning
and service. We also will
take this time to reaffirm
Rollins' many traditions, and
to build new friendships for
the future. I ask each of you
to be not merely a spectator,
but an engaged participant
in the active life of the

College. Together we will
celebrate our shared experiences at Rollins.
Best wishes for a successful academic year!
Lewis M. Duncan
President

atiCs?ri/
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plan a party at the pool or
meet one-on-one with one of
our first-rate professors, it's
all at your fingertips. Rollins
is an evolving environment,
constantly changing to meet
the needs of its students. If
you have concerns about
how something is being
done here, please don't hesitate to be proactive; change
is always just around the
corner.
As president of the
Student
Government
Association, I have the privilege and honor of representing our exceptional student
body. Rollins students are
uniquely diverse, in that
everyone is different while
still being able to unite in a
close knit community. If anyone ever tells you that there
is a typical Rollins student
they are lying to you.
Students at our college are
all different.
They all have their own
story and their own perspective. I encourage you to step
out of your comfort zone
and learn just how much
your fellow students have to
offer you. We are all united
in this opportunity to share
an amazing place.

Be.

As I mentioned before,
the only thing you need in
order to make Rollins work
for you is a bit of initiative. If
you want to create change
just let the people around
you know. I, along with my
talented
Vice-President
Chrissy Cardinell, am dedicated to helping you make
Rollins a college in which we
as students take pride.
I strongly encourage you
to get involved with campus
organizations, particularly
the student government
association. S.G.A. is a very
powerful voice on this campus. It is your voice, so let it
be heard. If nothing else,
please let me know what
concerns you; I am determined to help students feel
satisfied with our college
community. You can reach
me a Pneinken@rollins.edu
or you can call me at ext.
6346. The relationships you
forge and experiences you
share at Rollins will make up
the foundation upon which
you live the rest of your life.
Put everything into the time
you have here and be proud
of the fact that you are a part
of Rollins College.

"There is just something
special about this place."
Every morning as I walk to
work I find myself saying
this, sometimes out loud.
Morning is a great time to
see Rollins. It's beautiful,
fresh, and full of promise.
But then the night is also a
good time to see Rollins. The
day has been packed with
activities - classes, athletic
practices, meetings and so
many programs one simply
could not go to even a quarter of them. After a full day,
we rest to start again.
A day in the life of a college, its students, its faculty
and its staff. And we are all
here for the same reason. We
are here because we believe
there is nothing more important in the world than the
education and development
of the future generation of its
citizen leaders.
It seems in many ways
that our world needs you
now more than ever. So our
job is to do everything we
can to assist you in realizing
your dreams. Whether you
are a biologist, actor, psychologist or environmentalist, you have an important
role to play in our future.

We promise that we will
do everything possible to
help you along the way. But
there are many things that
you can do yourself to help
make this a great experience.
Get to know as many people
as possible, people different
than you. Get involved in the
life of this community.
Respect and trust others;
you'll find they respect and
trust you. Study hard, work
hard, and have fun!
If there is anything we
can do, please call on us. We
want to help make these the
greatest years of your life!
Steven S. Neilson
Dean of Student Affairs

photo / NASPA.ORG

THE DEAN: Dean of student affairs Steve Neilson.
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What's New in Information Technology
• An informative
update of IT's
efforts to give students effective
resources.
by Heather A-H Smith
information technology

Welcome, new
and
returning students! The
Information
Technology
department is here to make
sure that you have access to
the computer technology
you need for learning and
researching at Rollins. Here
are some of the new kinds of
technology on campus.

New Campus Network and
Internet line
Over the summer, the
entire Rollins network was
upgraded to a much faster
Cisco-brand network. Our
Internet connection is now
six times faster than last
year's. This should provide
much smoother network
services to everyone on campus. The new network has
built-in virus and worm protection so be sure you have
an updated virus program
(such as Norton's) on your
computer. If the network
determines
that
your
machine is compromised
either for viruses or illegal
file sharing, it will automatically disconnect it from the
network. Please contact the
Help Desk if you have questions about this.
As a reminder, Internet
service is provided for students in Dave's Down Under
and on the front and back
Campus Center patios,
which is a great asset for students on the move.

Technology on how to access
this. Also, during the early
fall, Cornell Social Sciences,
the Olin Library, the Cornell
Campus Center and a large
part of Bush Science Center
will also have wireless
access.

need to be polite because it
could just cause an undue
amount of stress when your
computer is corrupted as a
result of virus infiltration.
Also regarding e-mail,
there are the unfortunate
hackers who have found the
time and energy to create email that looks legitimate.
The e-mails are usually sent
from the phony address
administrator@rollins.edu
but e-mails can be sent from

New events calendar
A new plasma screen
above the Information Desk
in the Cornell Campus
Center, the large screen in
Dave's Down Under,
and another screen in O n c e in y o u r
the Olin Library will
life
display campus events.
The new Rollins Home
chance
Page also shows a list of
to turn everything
current campus activities and dates.
around...

other phony addresses that
are disguised as legitimate.
The
address
administrator@rollins.edu
does not exist. Rollins I.T.
staff will never ask you to
click on links with ZIP files
or ask for your password or
ID*via e-mail; don't be fooled
by outsiders who may try to
do this. You are now forewarned.

FoxLink (formerly Campus
Viruses and Spam
Pipeline)
(junk e-mail)
Campus Pipeline has
The
job
of
been updated and is now
I
n
f
o
r
m
a
t
i
o
n
called FoxLink. The name
Technology is to make
FoxLink was chosen by a
Now
life
for
the
Rollins
commajority vote from students,
munity more convenfaculty, and staff. The namient in terms of technoling contest was held over the
ogy and to protect the
summer
months
and
a m o d e r n d a n c e concert p r e s e n t e d bv U - T u r n D a n c e
community from the
received several hundred email responses. The winner Register for network access threat of computer
of the contest was Prof. Bob
Students will need to viruses. The problem of
Lemon, who won a $25 gift register for network access in viruses being transmitcertificate to the bookstore. order to get the faster ted via e-mail attachAugust 28, 2004 - 8pm
The new look and feel of Internet speed and access to ments is a global one. It
August 29* 2004 - 4pm
FoxLink is designed to bring AIM and other programs. To is extremely important
General Admission $10
the Rollins user community obtain this service, click on that the Rollins cominto the latest web portal the RESNET icon on the munity is aware of the
technology and offers fea- Rollins Home Page by dangers of opening The Black Box Theatre located in Discount Music Center, 3301
tures like calendars, web e- September 1.
attachments
from Gardenia Ave., Orlando (Directions: near the intersections of 1-4,
mail,
groups,
targeted
senders that they don't John Young Pkwy, & L.B. McLeod near the Harley Davidson store)
announcements, chat, and
Wireless networking at
know or don't trust. EFor more information call (407) 695 - 8366
academic services (such as
Rollins College
mails that are received
course catalog, grades, tranResidence halls will have from unknown senders
scripts, registration). Foxlink wireless and wired network should not be opened,
®
also provides the latest news connections
by
mid- and they should be
stories, stock quotes, sports September; the largest build- automatically deleted.
scores, and other informa- ings will have this access There is no need to
tion services.
P. O. Box
19S6S3
when you arrive. You'll open an e-mail from
Winter
Springs,
FL
$2719
receive more information someone you don't
from
Information know. Don't feel the
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FALL TERM

DAUCE

2004 ARTS & SCIENCES ACADEMIC CALENDAR

Revised August 18, 2004 - End of Classes, Reading Days, and Final Exams are subject to change due to the loss of two days at the start of the year,
N e w Students Report
Returning Students Report
First Dav of Class
Schedule C h a n g e s ( D r o p / A d d )

Saturday, A u g u s t 21
Tuesday, A u g u s t 24
Wednesday, A u g u s t 25
Wednesday, A u g u s t 25, t h r o u g h Tuesday, A u g u s t 31

Labor Day H o l i d a y (No Classes)
Credit/No Credit Deadline
D r o p Without Notation Deadline

Monday, S e p t e m b e r 6
Wednesday, S e p t e m b e r 8
Wednesday, S e p t e m b e r 8

Fall Break (No Classes)

Friday, October 8, t h r o u g h Sunday, October 10

D r o p Without Penalty Deadline
Thanksgiving Recess (No Classes)
Classes End

Friday, October 29

Reading Day
Final Exams
Reading Day
Final Exams

-

Wednesday, N o v e m b e r 24, t h r o u g h Friday, N o v e m b e r 26
Fridav, D e c e m b e r 3
Saturday, D e c e m b e r 4, a n d Sunday, D e c e m b e r 5
Monday, D e c e m b e r 6, a n d Tuesday, D e c e m b e r 7
Wednesday, D e c e m b e r 8
Thursday, D e c e m b e r 9, a n d Friday, D e c e m b e r 10

AUGUST
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HOLT NEWS

Holt Students
• The Sandspur
launches a new
section devoted to
the evening/weekend community.

& Sciences Students and the
evening/weekend
degree
seekers that would normally
be lost to t h e nuances of
commuting
a n d daily
responsibilities.
The Sandspur's chief goal
each week is to enlighten,
by Brian Hernandez
a n d inform.
production manager entertain,
Through this n e w endeavor
Greetings, m y fellow we hope to encourage diaHolties. Beginning with this logue between communities
first issue of The Sandpsur for and individuals that otherthe 2004-2005 school year, wise may not exist; we may
we will be introducing a n e w all attend classes at different
segment within our illustri- times, but we face many of
ous pages that will focus on the same academic and perthe news, events and people sonal challenges.
that m a k e t h e Rollins
For those n e w to campus
College
Hamilton
Holt or those looking to further
School so unique.
connect with different peoEach week, Holt News ple, don't forget that Holt
will provide the latest infor- students have access to just
mation
from
H o l t about every extracurricular
School
a d m i n i s t r a t o r s , activity the Rollins College
insights and explorations by campus has to offer. From
our talented faculty, as well joining a variety of clubs to
as submissions from stu- training as a n on-air DJ at
dents reflecting o n their the c a m p u s radio station
experiences.
(WPRK91.5 FM), opportuniThe Holt p r o g r a m is ties abound on this campus
comprised with individuals and are limited only by your
with backgrounds and per- desire to b e involved. I
sonalities that are as diverse encourage y o u to take
as they are numerous. Holt advantage a n d have fun.
News will serve as a resource You m a y just e n d u p as
to help forge a sense of com- member of the editorial staff
munity amongst this melt- of The Sandspur..
ing-pot of parents, profesSo t u r n to Holt News
sionals and degree-seeking every week for student and
dreamers.
faculty spotlights, program
In the process, this n e w information, a n d insights
section of The Sandspur will from students just like you
also provide a long overdue w h o have a n interesting
connection between the Arts story to share.

j^'^/M^^
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Dear Holt Students,

school needs, and is interested in building a stronger
Welcome
to Rollins community
for o u r
College o n behalf of t h e Hamilton Holt Student. We
Hamilton
Holt
Student look forward to seeing you
Government Association, I at our meetings and events
would like to welcome you. this year - for more informaWe are looking forward to tion please visit our Web site
an exciting school year full www.rollins.edu/holt/hhsga
of n e w plans and many fun
activities. The HHSGA is Bandar Reda, President
here to help with any of your HHSGA

Fall Term 2004
Academic Calendar
Revised August

photo / Bandar Reda

YOUR PRESIDENT: HHSGA
president Bandar Reda.

ROLLINS COLLEGE
riAMILTON HOLT SCHOOL

18, 2004 - Refund Schedule and End of Classes, are subject to change
due to the loss of two days at the start of the year.

First Day of Class
Schedule Change's (Drop/Add):
100 Percent Refund
75 Percent Refund
50 Percent Refund
25 Percent Refund
Labor Day Holiday (No Classes)
Drop Without Penalty Deadline .
Graduate Studies Open House:
Masters of Liberal Studies
Masters of Human Resources . . .
Masters of Arts in Mental Health
Counseling or School Counseling

Tuesday Classes E n d . .
Monday Classes E n d . .
Wednesday Classes E n d
Thursday Classes E n d .

Area college student dating self
THINGS ARE REALLY STARTING TO HEAT UP

.Wednesday, August 25
.Before First Published Meeting Date
.Monday, August 30
.Tuesday, September 7
.Monday, September 13
.Monday, September 6
.Friday, October 22

.Tuesday, Oct. 26 - Thomas P. Johnson Center
.Wednesday, Oct. 27 - Holt School Auditorium
.Thursday, Oct. 28 - Thomas P. Johnson Centej

asses) . . .Wednesday, Nov. 24, - Friday, Nov. 26
Tuesday, November 30
Monday, December 6
Wednesday, December 8
Thursday, December 9

House mate needed for cozy 2 br. furnished home in WP, 5
minute walk to Rollins,
and across from WP Library. Share with 29 yr old female.
Prefer: Female, 25 +
Non Smoker
Enjoy Cats (2)
Available 9/1/04
Rent: $45o/month plus 1/2 util.
Call: 407-647-8409, 321-663-5581

Do You Play An Instrument?

Eric Peterson, top, has one of many romantic dinners with himself at their favorite restaurant
By USA CHENEY
Local college student Eric Petersonrecentlyannounced
that he's entered a committed relationship™ -with himself.
Peterson vehemently denied rumors that the
two were dating other people. "We're totally
committed to each other. We've never been
happier." When asked what prompted the
campus heartthrob to take himself off the
market, he chalked it up in large part to his
current financial situation, claiming that monthly fees
from his checking account were making it too expensive
for him to date around. "It was partly a cost-effective

decision on my part, but it's been really nice for us to
spend more time together." Peterson was apparently
unaware of Free Checking from Washington Mutual. It's
an account with no monthly fees and the
option to add Deluxe services like free
online bill pay. And he could have gotten
Free Checking just by visiting a Washington
Mutual Financial Center, then signed up tor
online bill pay at wamu.com. "Dang," said
Peterson, "if 1 had known about Free Checking Deluxe,
mv current dating situation would be different. I probably
wouldn't have settled down with someone so soon:

"We've never
been happier;

FREE CHECKING DELUXE
1-800-788-7000

Washington Mutual
HUMAN

ISURED

If so, we want you in the new Rollins Pep Band!
We will be performing at basketball games and perhaps a few other venues.
A little rusty? Don't worry about it! No one will be
turned away. We will be performing pop and rock
tunes and are looking for any wind instrumentalists
as well as a guitar player and a bassist.
Rehearsals will be once a week on Thursday at
3:30pm ands students may receive music ensemble credit. Sign-up on-line (MUA 200 15) or in the
Hamilton Holt School. The ensemble will meet at
3:30pm beginning August 26 in KMC1.
If you are interested or have any questions, please
email Mr. Lefkowitz at:
alefkowitz@rollins.edu
or
amlefkowitz@hotmail.com

T H E SANDSPUR
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Get to Know the Olin Library
• Here are a few
tips to utilizing the
many resources
available at the
Olin Library.
by Dorothy Mays
olin library public

services

It has often been said
that the library is the intellectual center of a college
campus. The Olin Library
provides access to over
300,000 books, thousands of
online resources, and great
study spaces.
Beyond serving as your
source for research, the
library is the place to visit
when you wish to check out
a video, need a quiet study
space, want to surf the web,
or even satisfy a late-night
craving for a cup of coffee.
Perhaps most importantly, it is always a great place
to turn when you need academic help. Librarians are
happy to help students navigate through your most challenging assignments.
Here are a few things
you should know about the
Olin Library:
1. Your R-card is your
library card.
2. Laptop computers
may be checked out for use
inside the building.
3. Private study rooms
are available for group study

Leadership
Retreat
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

(about 1 hour northwest of
Rollins), at the Florida Elks
Youth Gamp, which includes
air-conditioned
cabins
where the participants will
be staying overnight. The
center is located on a lake,
and there are facilities for
swimming, softball, basketball, arid volleyball. The
camp is the headquarters for
the Florida Elks organization.
The retreat will be held
between September 10 and
12. The group will leave
from Mills Lawn on charter
buses on Friday, September
10, at 5:00 pm. They will
return
on
Sunday,
September 12, at approximately 2:00 p.m.
This retreat is free for the
participants, and students
can sign up for the retreat
through the Office of
Student Involvement and
Leadership at Chase Hall.

sessions.
4. A multimedia area is
equipped with the latest
technology, including scanners, color printers, DVD
burners, and video-editing
programs.
5. Librarians are available to guide students who
are unfamiliar with the
research process or need
help tackling an assignment.
6. The library is open
Sunday through Thursday
until midnight and until 6:00
pm on Friday and Saturday.
A late night study area is
available for computing and
studying.
7. The Bookmark Cafe
offers gourmet coffee from
o nn i n nn
x/r J
3:00-10:00 rp m , M o n d ayy
. _.
'
through Thursday.

11111
11111111111111
photo / ROBERT WALKER
YOUR READ ON: The Olin library offers a wide variety
J of books and electronic resources
.
.
for your research needs,
G E T

f

LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back

GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
ACT*

Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition** It's that simple.

LSAT: Classes Begin 8/25/04, 9/1/04, & 10/18/04
GMAT: Classes Begin 8/26/04, 9/26/04, & 11/15/04
GRE: Classes Begin 8/26/04, 9/1/04, & 10/6/04
MCAT: Classes Begin 10/6/04, 1/11/05, 1/22/05
World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

**To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
ftril classroom, tutoring, or online courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
course materials within 90 days.

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

AUGUST

20, 2004
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With over 70 organizations on campus find one that appeals to you.
Visit the Student Involvement Fair on Tuesday, August 24 from 2:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m
All C a m p u s E v e n t s ( A C E )
A l p h a O m i c r o n Pi ( A O P i )
Alpha Tau Omega (ATO)
AMSA Rollins P r e m e d i c a l Chapter
Asian A m e r i c a n Student Association (AASA)
BACCHUS
Best Buddies
Biology I n t e r e s t Group ( B I G )
Black S t u d e n t Union ( B S U )
Brushing
Caribbean Student Association (CSA)
Chi O m e g a
Chi Psi
Chi U p s i l o n Pi
Circle K
College Democrats
College Republicans
Cultural Action Committee (CAC)
DEVO (Diverse Eaters, Vegetarians & Others)
ECO R o l l i n s
GLBTA ( G a y , L e s b i a n , B i s e x u a l , T r a n s g e n d e r e d Ally
and Alliance)
I n t e r f r a t e r n i t y Council
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Business S t u d e n t Advisory C o m m i t t e e
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Student Association
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
Jewish Student League (JSL)
Kappa Delta (KD)
Kappa Kappa G a m m a
Latin A m e r i c a n Student Association (LASA)
MAC Users Club
M a t h a n d C o m p u t e r Science Club
Muslim Student Association
Native American Culture Alliance
N e w m a n Club
Non Compis Mentis (NCM)

Off-Campus Students Association (OCSA)
Om ( I n d i a n Student Association)
Omicron Delta Kappa
Panhellenic Council
Phi B e t a L a m b d a
Phi D e l t a T h e t a
Phi Eta S i g m a
Pinehurst
P s y c h o l o g y Club
Quills ( P o e t r y Club)
Religious Plualist Party
Residential Hall Association ( R H A )
Rollins A n i m e Club for Enthusiasts (RACE)
Rollins College H a b i t a t for H u m a n i t y
Rollins Dancers
Rollins Equestrian T e a m
Rollins M e n t o r s
Rollins O u t d o o r Club ( R O C )
Rollins Players
R-TV
SCAM (Society for Creative and Analytical Minds)
Society for Enlightened Minds (SEA)
Sigma Tau Delta
S t a r T r e k : Rollins C l u b
S t u d e n t A f f i l i a t e s of t h e A m e r i c a n C h e m i c a l S o c i e t y
Student Alumni Association
Student Athletic Advisory Committee (SAAC)
Student G o v e r n m e n t Association (SGA)
Student Health Advisory Board
T a u K a p p a Epsilon ( T K E )
The Sandspur
Tomokan
Voices for W o m e n
W o m e n ' s Football
W P R K R a d i o - 9 1 . 5 FM
X-Club

PORTANT
Campus Bookstore

(407) 646-2133
Box 2739
Hours:
Monday-Thursday
8:30a.m. to 7:00p.m.
Friday
8:30a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Saturday
10:00a.m. to 3:00p.m.
Bursar's Office
(407) 646-2252

Box 2716
Hours:
Monday-Friday
10:00a.m. to 4:30p.m,
Campus Safety

(407) 646-2999
Box 2734
Career Services

(407) 646-2195
Box 2587
Center for Public
Service

(407) 646-2115
Box 2738

Chapel/Campus
Ministry

(407) 646-2115
Box 2756
Dining Services

(407) 646-2671
Box 2741
Financial Aid Office

(407) 646-2395
Box 2721

Olin Library
(407) 646-2507
Box 2744
Hours:
Monday-Thursday
8:30a.m. to Midnight
Friday
8:30a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Sunday
Noon to Midnight
Please check for interim
and holiday hours

Hours:
Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday
8:30a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Tue. 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Personal Counseling
Services
(407) 646-6340
Box 2637

Health/Medical
Services
(407) 646-2235

(407) 646-2535

Post Office

Recreational Facilities

(407) 646-2366
Daryl's Fitness Center
Hours:
Monday-Firday
7:00a.m. to 10:00p.m.
Saturday
10:00a.m. to 10:00p.m.
Sunday
1:00p.m. to 9:00p.m.

(407) 646-2466
Box 2759

The Tiedtke Tennis
Courts
Monday-Friday
8:00a.m. to 9:00p.m.
When classes or practice
are not in session

Multicultural Affairs

Residential Life Office

The Martin Tennis
Complex
Use by permission only

(407) 646-1240
Box

(407) 646-2649
Box 2737

Student Involvement
and Leadership

(407) 646-2624
Box 2746
Telephone Service

Alfond Swimming Pool
Monday-Thursday
9:00a.m. to 7:30p.m.
Friday
9:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Saturday and Sunday
10:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.

Hours:
Monday-Friday
10:00a.m. to 4:30p.m.
Saturday
9:00a.m. to 1:30p.m.
(Receiving mail only)

International
Programs

Alfond Boat House
Canoeing, Sailing and
Windsurfing
Saturday and Sunday
1:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.

(407) 646-2497
Box 2714
Thomas P. Johnson
Student Resource
Center

(407) 646-2354
Box 2613
Professional staff hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m.
Peer Tutoring/Writing
Consulting Hours:
Monday-Thursday
8:30a.m. to 11:00p.m.
Fri. 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sat. 10:00 a.m. to Noon
Sun. 4 p.m. to 11 p.m.
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Can you write?
Can you edit?
Can you take
pictures?
Can you manage?
Can you spell your
own name?

If you answered YES to
any of these questions

an&stour
WANTS YOU!
QHje

Exciting employment opportunities are waiting for you at
Qtf)t g>anbspur! So, give us a ring at (407) 646-2696, drop us
an e-mail at thesandspur@hotmail.com, or drop by our
palatial digs on the third floor of Mills Hall.

TOP TEN REASONS TO JOIN ^ e g>antepur
1. We put out every Friday...
for free!
2. Our workroom smells a lot
better than your dorm room.
3."You get paid.
4. Your friends from the
Star Trek club went to
another college.
5. Exercise your freedom of
speech.
6. It's better than pretending to
study

7. You can put the experience
on your resume and you
might get that job at The
Diamond Club.
8. You'll be published in a high
quality world-renowned
publication. (Or something like that)

9. Did we mention that
you get pa/cf?
10. Because Howard Dean said
so! "Oough!"
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Making T h e Most Of First Year

The freshman
experience: Fairy
tale or scary tale?

block room that you are
sharing with a person that
you have never seen before
in your life. Personally, I had
never shared a room with
by Jami Furo
anyone before—not even a
copy editor sibling. You might be in that
situation as well, and it
So, you're a freshman. could be intimidating.
Congratulations!
You've
This meeting could go
made it through the admis- either way. You might get
sions process, and possibly along really well, you might
financial aid, and here you not. You might like different
are.
kinds of music. Maybe you
You're ready for college differ on politics. Maybe
(because it sure beats high your
dorm
decorations
school), but you may be a lit- clash. Maybe you're exactly
tle nervous about what the same in every single way
exactly you're going to face. imaginable,
and that's
You're away from your fami- enough to totally drive both
ly, in a school where there is of you nuts.
a good chance that you don't
But maybe you're meetknow a single person. You're ing your future best friend.
more on your own than You can't tell at first, but
you've ever been, most like- either way, you have to make
ly. So what's going to happen the best of it. Give your
to you?
roommate a chance. It's a
So you show u p on stressful time in general, but
check-in day. You walk into try your best to at least get
the campus center, and a along with the person occubarrage of people at various pying the other half of your
tables push different items at living space. If things don't
you that you will need for work out after you've
your college experience. attempted to make it work,
They'll give you a class room changes are possible
schedule, a room key, a mail after the first two weeks.
box number and combina- Until then, just relax and try
tion, a voice mail number.
to get along.
You're
still
going
The next day, you .will
through all of that in your attend your first college
your
Rollins
head, trying to keep it all class:
straight, but now there are Conference Course. This is
more pressing matters at likely either in your intendhand. You have to move ed area of study or a part of
every item that you have the Honors Program. Either
ever owned since your birth, way, it's a course specifically
and many that your parents geared for class discussion.
This was one of my
have bought you just for the
occasion, into a small cinder favorite classes that I took

Reflections
Twin Towers (now known as
the Doubletree Orlando
across
from
Universal
Studios). I was told that my
responsibilities were to drive
by Paul Vonder H e i d e
my car in the President's
contributing writer
motorcade and direct the
On March 8,1983 I spent White House Press where to
the day with President set u p their cameras at the
Ronald Reagan here in two venues where the
President would speak. I
Orlando, Florida.
At the time, I served as was given a special pin to
Student
Government wear for access to the areas
President of Rollins College where President Reagan
in Winter Park, Florida and would be speaking.
It was pouring rain that
the White House called the
college to ask for volunteers day, and some of us were
to assist with the President's concerned because President
Reagan's speech at Epcot
visit.
was
scheduled to be outAfter passing the Secret
doors.
I remember Ed
Service background check, I
met members
of the Murnane, head of the White
President's advance team the House Press Advance, sayday prior to his visit. We ing to us, "It never rains on
then drove through the route Reagan."
The next day was a beauthe President would take the
tiful,
bright, warm Central
next day, first arriving at
day, and Mr.
Orlando
International Florida
Murnane
exclaimed,
"This is
Airport, then driving to the
American Pavillion at Epcot, Reagan weather!"
Little did I know then
and then to the Sheraton

• One Rollins
alum's experience
with Reagan.

my first year, and this is
wnv:

The major difference
between college and high
school is that in high school,
you're told what to think,
and when your teacher asks
a question, you are expected
to regurgitate the information to them. In college, your
professor will ask you what
you think. Don't be afraid to
contradict your classmates
or your professor. College is
about hearing a variety of
opinions, evaluating them,
and then deciding what you
believe. It's okay to disagree,
and it adds a lot of depth to
class discussions when you
do.
I am notorious for this,
People say that I would
argue with a brick wall. If
thaf s not your thing, then it's
not your thing. But don't be
afraid to speak your mind,
A few weeks after classes
began my first year, a speaker came to the campus. He
was an author named Paul
Loeb. I had read his book,
Soul of a Citizen, for my RCC
class. While it wasn't my
favorite book I had ever
read, I agreed with many of
the ideas in it, which mostly
involved humanitarianism.
However, at the lecture,
he used most of the time as a
political soap box. I didn't
appreciate his use of time
anyway, but to make matters
worse, I strongly disagreed
with almost every word that
came out of his mouth.
So I got in a bit of a
debate with him. Now, by
my own admission, I am not

particularly skilled at effectively arguing, though I
enjoy it immensely. Thinking
before I speak is not really
my forte, unfortunately. But
even so, I feel that it is
incredibly important to
voice your opinion when the
time is appropriate.
Not only did I argue
with Mr. Loeb on that
evening, I went back the next
afternoon to hear his second
lecture-and I argued with
him again
This may make you
uncomfortable. My point is
that you don't need to be
afraid to voice your opinion
or to disagree.
So you've got it together
with your dorm, your roommate, your classes. The last
and most important advice
that I can give you is to have
fun. Get involved in activities on campus, such as
music, sports, Greek organizations, clubs, or whatever.
Balance that with your class
load so as not to overextend
yourself. Make the right
decisions, and don't be
afraid to say no.
Enjoy your first year of
college. Don't change your
"beliefs or personality for
anyone, and this can be a
wonderful growing experience for you.
I met some great friends
and even my current
boyfriend in this first year of
college. I grew intellectually,
socially, and spiritually.
Good luck, and make the
best out of the coming year.

On R e a g a n
that historians would note honor students with the
the day as perhaps one of the World Showcase Lagoon
top three most historic dates and the huge Space Ship
of the Reagan presidency Earth silver sphere as his
(the Berlin Wall speech and backdrop there. Soon we
the
D.C.
assassination were back in the motorcade
attempt being the others).
to the Sheraton.
Driving
in
the
There I again showed the
Presidential motorcade was press where to set u p their
a thrill for me, and I just cameras and stood towards
hoped that my 1971 Chevy the back of the Citrus Crown
Impala had at least enough Ballroom
as
President
miles left in it to get through Reagan delivered his now
the day. We arrived at Epcot famous
"Evil
Empire"
near the American Pavillion. speech to the National
I got out of my car and Association of Evangelicals,
walked to the America where he denounced the
Gardens Theater, and direct- Soviet Union and predicted
ed the press where to set u p that government's demise.
their cameras after they had As he finished his speech to
finished leaving their bus. I a standing ovation, I walked
remember the thrill I felt to the front of the room and
when
they
announced, waited as he stepped down
"Ladies and Gentlemen, the and shook hands with those
President of the United crowded near the stage. A
States!" Hail to the Chief few seconds later, I felt his
played as President Reagan hand grip mine. I will
walked in smiling and wav- always remember.
ing along with Disney excecMay God Bless President
utive Dick Nunis. President Reagan and may God Bless
Reagan spoke to a group of America.
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VOLUME 111, NUMBER 1
ESTABLISHED IN 1894
WITH THE FOLLOWING
EDITORIAL:
"Unassuming
yet almighty,
s h a r p , a n d pointed, well r o u n d ed yet many-sided, assiduously
t e n a c i o u s , v i c t o r i o u s i n single
c o m b a t a n d therefore w i t h o u t a
peer, wonderfully attractive a n d
extensive i n circulation; al 1 these
will b e f o u n d u p o n investigation
to b e a m o n g t h e e x t r a o r d i n a r y
qualities of The Sandspur."
CAITLIN J O GEOGHAN
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the address below or bring them to
our offices on the third floor of the
Mills Memorial Center. All submissions must include a printed copy
with a saved copy on disk and must
be received in The Sandspur offices
no later than 5 p.m. on the Monday
prior to publication.

The Sandspur
1000 Holt Avenue - 2742
Winter Park, FL 32789
Phone: (407) 646-2393
Advertising: (407) 646-2696
E-Mail Us At:
TheSandspur@hotmail.com
ISSN: 0035-7936
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Take a right onto Fairbanks. Turn right onto SR 436. Turn left onto Colonial Dr. Follow
Colonial until the exit for SR 520. Take 520 to SR A1A. Trip time: 60 minutes.
So youVe driven in, unpacked all you own in the
world, been hustled and busded from one repetitive
orientation session to another, and for the first time
after a week of insanity youVe finally been given an
afternoon/day/weekend off to explore the town with
your new-found friends. But wait, one major problem-you're car-less and don't know where to start.
Well, no worries. Your friendly staffers here
Sandspur are here to give you our tried and true list of
Rollins' Top 10 Hot Spots': You may need a few bucks
in cab fare for a few of these, but trust us, it's well
worth it!
10. Starbucks - located on Park Ave. Starbucks
that American staple that will remind you that whether
a Californian or Minnesotan at heart there is always a
piece of home close by. What better way to finish off
good salad and soup lunch at Panera?
9. Katmandu - This hippyish mix of middle
ern art, strange instruments and beautiful jewelry loci
ed on one of Park's many side streets is just what
need to balance the country club class of the R
campus. Who doesn't need some help finding t b
inner chi?
8. Regal Cinemas - Inside Winter Park Square
:>lush movie theatre with fold up armrests shows the
atest and greatest movies at a discounted rate to Rollins
students with ID. Removable armrests = "cuddle seats"
= great for first dates with that hottie from Orientation
7 and/or 6. The Cheesecake Factory/PF Changs Great cuisine after a good movie is a must, but we just
couldn't decide a favorite from these two great Winter
Park Square eateries. How about both? Lo Mien an
chocolate truffle cheesecake? Uh, maybe not...
5. EB Games - For all you console addicts who
haven't seen the sun since 1997, rest assure that you can
always keep up on your gameage at this hot spot in
Winter Park Square. God help us when Halo 2 com
out soon and the grades start dropping.
4. Big Daddy's Pub - Thursday night. College Night.
\nyone eighteen and up admitted. Pool. Karaoke ALL
NIGHT LONG. Need I say more?
3. Roxy Nightclub - Close, convenient and a roc
ing (or is tnat rapping? Hip-hopping?) good time. Great
atmosphere and a must for out-of-town dance club
junkies that's just a ten dollar cab ride away. Shake and
swerve and bump those school blues away.
2. Downeast - Right on the corner of Park and
Fairbanks this preppy and posh icon is a must for the
latest line of Ralph polos to pop, Lily skirts to sway, and
flip flops to flaunt. Constantly restocked so you'll never
miss a beat looking like everyone else on campus.
And when all else fails...
1. RoLins' Swimming Pool - Grab a delicious (and
R-Card swipe-able) smoothie made by the incredible
Ms. Mae and staff at the Grill and head on out to catch
some Florida rays with about 50 other of your fellow
Rollins students. And really, isn't the year-round sun,
freedom, and cool drinks the reason you came here
anyway?

BY KATIE PEDERSO

£learviater ^each
Turn left onto Fairbanks. Take I-4 West to Tampa. Merge onto I-275 South. Merge onto
FL-60 West toward Tampa Airport/Clearwater. Merge onto FL-60 West via left exit
toward Clearwater. Trip time: 120 minutes.

Da>(tona Breach
Take a left onto Fairbanks. Take I-4 East to the end and follow the signs. Cars can
park for free on the beach. Trip time: 60 minutes.

New "Smyrna
Take a left onto Fairbanks. Take I-4 East to the New Smyrna Beach exit. Turn left and
follow the signs through the town and over the bridge. Turn right for the south beach.
Drive on the beach by following a sign, which marks the last entrance to the beach. Trip
time: 45 minutes.

Movi
Regal Cinema Winter Park Village
Showing mainstream movies. 510 N. Orlando Ave. [407] 628-0035

AMC Fashion Village 8
Showing mainstream movies. 735 Herndon Ave. [407] 896-7688

United Theatres Park 11
Showing bargain movies. 1 7 - 9 2 at Lee Rd. [ 4 0 7 ] 6 4 4 - 6 0 0 0

Enzian Cinema C a f e
Showing independent movies. 1300 S. Orlando Ave. [407] 629-0054

^NIGHTLIFE
CAIRO
Night club with Egyptian decor - pLays house, reggae, top 4(9. and more. 22. 6 . Magnolia 3Lvd. [ADJ]

A22,^03

CHILLERS
Specializes h frozen drinks and bVe music. 3 3 \ V Church 6 t . (4(97)645-1 I \J

FIDDLER'S G R E E N
Irbh pub in walking distance from campus. 5 4 4 \ V Fairbanks (Aoy) 645-III7

ICON
Large ebb. popuLar With students. 2D E_ Central. 3lvd. ( 4 ( 9 7 ) 6 4 9 - 6 4 9 6

PLEASURE ISLAND
Night cLub and restaurant complex open until 2 am daily. Pifferent clubs feature rock £ roll top A0.
Ssco. urban, and techno music. PoWntoWn Pbney (Lake 3uena Vista) (4(97) 9 3 4 - 7 7 8 I
ROXY
Local dub. popular with students. ~/AO Bennett Rd. (4(97)898-4(9(94

THE SOCIAL
Live music bar showcasing Local
bands. North Grange Ave.
{A07)

ListentoWPRK91.5FM

246J4I9

SPATZ
Milliards and bVe music a short
Walk from campus. 1(925 \ V
fairbanks Ave.

{Ao7) 647-3354

TABU
Trendy nightclub with two dance
floors 4 6 North Grange Ave
{A07) 6 4 8 - 8 3 6 3

915 FM
Winter P i r k FL

Support your radio
station and tune in
toWPRK91.5FM
for a great variety
of music, including
hip hop, classic
rock, alternative,
new local music,
and more!
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Local

Restaurants

Specialty/Upscale Dining
Brazilian Pavilion

T H E SANDSPUR

Casual/Affordable Dining

Quick Bites / Cheap Eats

Bennigans/Ruby Tuesday/TG I Friday's Panera Bread

Authentic Brazilian cuisine, friendly atmosphere, very close.

Restaurants with casual dining and a fun atmosphere.

Bagels, sandwiches, salads, and soups. Virtually on campus.

140 Fairbanks Ave. ( 4 0 7 ) 7 4 0 - 7 4 4 0

East Colonial Drive near Fashion Square Hall

1 1 8 West Fairbanks Ave. ( 4 0 7 ) 6 4 5 - 3 9 3 9

Brio Tuscan Grille

Chili's Bar and Grille

Park Ave. Pizzeria

Upscale Italian cuisine, chic atmosphere.

Close to campus, serving a variety of Americana dishes.

Large food selection. Free delivery, Close to campus.

Winter Park Village ( 4 0 7 ) 6 2 2 - 5 6 1 1

3 0 3 S. Semoran Blvd. ( 4 0 7 ) 6 7 9 - 7 6 6 9

1 1 9 E. Lyman Ave. ( 4 0 7 ) 5 9 9 - 9 1 9 9

Cheesecake Factory

O'Boys Barbecue

Pizzeria Valdianno

Over 2 0 0 menu items and specialty cheesecakes.

Casual barbecue classics. Indoor or outdoor dining.

New York style pizzas, subs, and Italian specialties.

Winter Park Village ( 4 0 7 ) 6 4 4 - 4 2 2 0

6 1 0 W.Morse Blvd.

Winter Park Village ( 4 0 7 ) 2 5 1 - 9 1 7 7

Panullo's

Olive Garden

Smoothie King

A small Italian restaurant located close to campus.

Famous for salad and breadsticks, featuring Italian dishes.

Refreshing, nutritious, natural frozen drinks. Close to campus.

216 Park Ave.

6 6 5 N. Orlando Ave. ( 4 0 7 ) 7 4 0 - 7 1 1 4

3 6 0 l/V. Fairbanks Ave. ( 4 0 7 ) 6 4 5 - 4 5 0 9

PF Chang's China Bistro

Tijuana Flats

TCBY Treats

Offers gourmet Chinese food in a relaxed, modern setting.

Homemade Tex-Mex with a world-famous hot sauce bar.

Frozen yogurt, smoothies, and ice cream. Close to campus.

Winter Park Village ( 4 0 7 ) 6 2 2 - 0 1 8 8

19S5 AlomaAve. ( 4 0 7 ) 6 7 9 - 2 1 3 2

111 Lyman Ave. ( 4 0 7 ) 6 4 5 - 3 6 1 6

(407)629-7270

(407)478-6269

Stat W C R X P

W 5 t T "DlSNCT WCRXP

The world's largest marine life theme park. Recent addi-

World famous resort including four theme parks that offer

tions include roller coasters and thrill rides.

many different attractions and rides.

1-4 West to Exit 72 (407) 351-3600

1-4 West to Exits 62-67 (407) 824-4321

"KNrVERS/H $Tt*PIOS

WET 6N' W H P

Movie-based rides and attractions including roller coasters.

Water park with many slides and thrill rides

CityWalb features restaurants and clubs.

for tons of wet fun.

1-4 West to Exit 74A (407) 363-8000

1-4 West to International Drive (407) 351-3200

Madonna A* Morel
Exclusive Agent
/Uf state Insurance Company
2S31 Audrey: Avenue
Winter Park, Fl 32788
YouVe in good Nttids.

24-Hour

Bione 407.862.2019
Fax 407.862,528$
Email A08334S#ailstataoam
Auto, Home, Business mti Life

Customer Servtee

SELECT 3 SPECIAL
$ ! Z 5 ° ° L y Y a s t n i n (reg $110"°)
Choose one from each category:
I.

E y e b r o w w a x or threading?

II. Half leg w a x or a r m w a x
HI. B i k i n i w a x or m i n i facial
Upgrades - Brazilian or full leg wax,
or 1 hour facial -add $>2t).
Ask about our permanent
make-up.
Gift Certificates available.
. O r l a n d o Ave.

Winter Park, FL

407.740.0877

First Church of Christ, Scientist
650 New York Ave.
Winter Park (407) 647-2725
Services: Sun. 10:00 a.m., Wed.
Testimony Mtg. 8 p.m.

Ohev Shalom Conservative
5115 GoddardAve.
Winter Park (407) 298-4650
Services: Friday 8:15 p.m.,
Saturday 9:00 a.m.

First Congregational Church
2255 S. Interlachen Ave.
Winter Park (407) 647-2416
Services: Sun. 9:30, 11:00 a.m.

St John Lutheran Church
16005 Orlando Ave.
Winter Park (407) 644-1783
Services: Sun. 8:15, 11:00 a.m.

Ashhury United Methodist
230 W. Horatio Ave.
Maidand (407) 644-5222
Services: Sun. 8:30, 11:00 a.m.

First Unitarian Church
1815 East Robinson St.
Orlando (407) 898-3621
Services: Sunday 10:30 a.m.

Bethel Baptist Church
425 W Welborne Ave.
Winter Park (407) 629-5741

Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox
1217 Trinity Woods Lane
Maidand (407) 331-4687
Services: Sunday 10:00 a.m.

St Margaret Mary Catholic
526 Park Ave. North
Winter Park (407) 647-3392
Services:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.,
Sat. 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.,
Sun. 8:00 a.m., 9:30 a.m.,
12 noon, and 6:00 p.m.

Knowles Memorial Chapel
Rollins Campus
Winter Park (407) 646-2115
Services: Sunday 11:00 a.m.
All Saints' Episcopal Church
338 E. Lyman Ave.
Winter Park (407) 647-3413
Services: Sunday 7:30 a.m.,
8:45 a.m., 11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.

Calvary Assembly
1199 Clay St.
Winter Park (407) 644-1199
Services: Sunday 10:00 a.m.,
6:00 p.m., Wed. 7:00 p.m.
Calvary Presbyterian
1100 W Lee Road
Orlando (407) 295-0894
Services: Sun. 8:30, 11:00 a.m.

Islamic Center of Orlando
11543 Rudy Lake Rd.
Orlando (407) 438-0266
Islamic Society of Central FL
1005 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Goldenrod (407) 273-8363
Services: Sunday 8:30 a.m.,
11:00 a.m.

Congregation of Liberal Judaism
Kress Memorial
928 Malone Dr.
Seventh Day Adventist Church
Orlando (407) 645-0444
146 Formosa Ave.
Services: First Friday 7:30 p.m.,
others 8:15 p.m., Sat. 10:30 a.m. Winter Park (407) 644-4115
First Baptist Church
1021 N. New York Ave.
Winter Park (407) 644-3061
Services: Sun. 8:30 a.m.,
10:55 a.m., 6:30 p.m.

Metropolitan Community Church
2351 S. Ferncreek Ave.
Orlando (407) 894-1081
Services: Sunday 10:30 a.m.,
7:15 p.m., Wed. 7:30 p.m.

St Peter and Paul Catholic
5300 HoweU Branch Rd.
Winter Park (407) 657-6114
Services: Sunday 8:00 a.m.,
9:30 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
Victory United Church of Christ
2000 Beecher St.
Orlando (407) 292-0149
Services: Sunday 10:00 a.m.
Ward Chapel Ame Church
1595 Pennsylvania Ave.
Winter Park (407) 628-1602
Services: Sun. 8:00, 11:00 a.m.
WP Church of the Nazarene
1220 Formosa Ave.
Winter Park (407) 644-6201
Services: Sunday 8:00 a.m.,
9:30 a.m., 11:45 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
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FUTON PLANE
www.futonplanet.com

4801 E. Colonial Di

(407)447.0638

Upgraded futon as low as

These discounts available to Rollins students & faculty
when they present ID or coupon. Coupon not required.
-

Present student/ faculty ID or coupons at time of purchase only.
Futon P l a n e t

Futon Planet

Futon Planet

FREE LTD futon cover with purchase
of any regularly priced Futon and
Frame. Up to $89.99 value FREE!
Not valid in conjunction with any
discounts or special offers.

10% OFF any regularly priced futon
mattress. Not valid in conjunction
with any discounts or special offers.

10% OFF any regularly priced Desk,
Dinette, Platform Bed, Lamp, Coffee
Table, End Table, or Room Divider!
Not valid in conjunction with any
discounts or special offers.

E. Colonial Dr. (407) 447.0638

E. Colonial Dr. (407) 447.0638

E. Colonial Dr. (407) 447.0638

(Expires 8/31/2004)

(Expires 8/31/2004)

(Expires 8/31/2004)
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SPORTS
B a s e b a l l T e a m A t t e n d s World Series
T H E SANDSPUR|

• Tars capped off
a sucessful year
with a trip to the
NCAA Final Four.

the year was winding down, ning the SSC Conference in This number one position
final exams were approach- April, Rollins went on to granted the Tars a spot in the
ing, and everyone was host the NCAA South College World Series in
preparing to go home for the Regional Conference at the Montgomery, Alabama, a
summer. Everyone, that is, Alfond Stadium in May. feat that has not been accomexcept the men of the Rollins During this conference, the plished since 1989.
Baseball Team. They made it Tars defeated
Catawba,
The Tars played four
clear from the very begin- Tampa,
and
Florida
games
in the World Series,
by Heather Williams
ning that they were not Southern to emerge as the losing the last one to Grand
copy editor
going anywhere. After win- number one standing team. Valley State. However, the
At the beginning of the
2003-2004 season, the players on the Rollins College
baseball team knew they had
what it took to win. They
were confident because of
their previous performances,
excited about the young
players that were coming in
as an asset to the team, and
hopeful for what the season
would hold. But the main
question in all of their minds
was if they could actually do
it. Could they continue to
win and perform as well as
they all wanted? The answer
was yes. They not only won,
but they won big.
After enduring a year of
photo / RC SID
practices, training,
and
A
FEW
GOOD
MEN:
The
Rollins
Tars
Baseball
Team
at
Patterson
Field
in
Montgomery,
months of games, the home
stretch was near. The end of Alabama for the 2004 National Baseball Championship.

strength the team showed
throughout the previous
three games was unparalleled to anything they have
ever displayed before. As
Mike Crane, a sophomore
pitcher for the Tars, states
about the success of the
team, "The main key in our
season last year was the
depth we had in our lineup.
We had our starters, but not
a set lineup every time.
Every player would do the
job as well as the starters
would. There is no weak link
on our team and no matter
who we put in they would
greatly help and serve as a
valuable asset."
This attribute that the
Tars hold makes it clear why
they had such an incredibly
victorious season. Losing
four seniors who made such
a huge impact on the team,
the Tars look forward to the
young players that will be
coming. The team begins fall
practice in early September,
and the promise that this
year's team holds for success
is anticipated by all.

Rollins Golf Fall Sports At A Glance
Wins Second
Straight
• Tars take top
honors at the
NCAA Division II
National
Championships.
by Dean Hybl
faculty advisor

The Rollins College
women's golf team won their
second consecutive NCAA
Division
II
National
Championship by firing a
school-record 294 during the
final round. Sophomore
NGCA Player of the Year
Charlotte Campbell repeated as the individual champion by shooting a two under
par 70 for a four-round score
of 299. The title marks the
second NCAA women's golf
title for Rollins and ninth
women's golf national championship in school history.
The Tars tallied a fourround score of 1196, 68
strokes ahead of second
place finishers Ferris State
and Florida Southern. The
Tars had all five of their competitors finish in the top
seven.
Senior
Freddie
Seeholzer shot a 73 to move
into second place and finish

one stroke behind Campbell
with a 300. Sophomore
Mariana De Biase, who led
after three rounds, finished
tied for third place with a
303. Florida
Southern's
Pamela Feggans also shot a
303. Junior Ulrika tjungman
finished in fifth place with a
305 and senior Sabrina
Gassner shot a 307, tied for
sixth place with Western
New
Mexico's
Kristen
Kennedy.

MEN'S SOCCER PICKED
THIRD IN SSC

VOLLEYBALL TO FINISH
FOURTH IN SSC

WOMEN'S SOCCER
PICKED FOURTH IN SSC

The Rollins College
men's soccer team has been
picked to finish third according to the preseason poll of
the
Sunshine
State
Conference coaches and
sports information directors.
Defending
NCAA
Champion Lynn University
was selected as the likely
league champion with Barry
University as second.
Last season the Tars
posted a 14-3-3 record and
reached the NCAA Division
II Championships for the
first time in 20 years.
Leading the way is AilAmerican defender Daniell
Robertson, who is a strong
defensive player and also led
the team with 12 assists a
year ago. Sophomore Chris
Cerroni, the SSC Freshman
of the Year, led the Tars with
11 goals and 29 points in
2003. Junior Ryan Dodds
scored 10 goals last season
while senior David Pitt
added four goals. Anchoring
the defense is senior Ben
Munson, a two time All-SSC
selection, and junior David
Dwyer.
The Tars open the season
August 27 at Southern
Connecticut. They will open
play in the new Barker
Soccer
Stadium
on
September
3
against
Montevallo.

The Rollins volleyball team
was picked to finish fourth
in the Sunshine State
Conference according to the
preseason selections of conference sports information
directors and coaches. The
University of Tampa was
picked second with Florida
Southern third.
Rollins has finished
fourth in the conference in
each of the last two seasons.
Last season they finished
with a 7-7 conference record
and 15-20 overall mark.
Junior Allison North, an
honorable mention All-SSC
pick a year ago, is the leading returner. Sophomore
Ami Fox was a member of
the SSC All-Freshman team a
year ago while junior setter
Megan LeBlanc established a
new school record with 1,385
assists.
The Tars open
the 2004 season by
i hosting the Rollins
Invitational
August 27-28.
Rollins
will
face Mars Hill at 1
p.m. on Friday,
August 27, in
their
first
match of the
season.

The Rollins College
women's soccer team has
been picked to finish fourth
in the Sunshine State
Conference according to the
preseason vote of conference
sports information directors
and coaches. Defending conference champion Barry
University was picked first,
followed by the University
of Tampa, Saint Leo and
Rollins.
The Tars return five AllSSC players from a squad
that finished with a 13-6
overall record and 4-3 mark
in the conference a year ago.
Junior Laura Guild was the
top scorer last season with 23
points. Jordan Ward and
Whitney Chamberlin each
had 13 points while senior
Keri Dye added eight points
despite getting a late start to
the season due to a previous
injury. The defense was
strong a year ago with nine
shutouts, and sophomores
Lindsey Taylor and Fran
Nicoloso return.
After opening their season with a pair of games in
Tampa, the Tars will host
Montevallo
on
Friday,
September 3, in the opening
game in the new Barker
Soccer Stadium.
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2004 Rollins College Fall Sports Schedules

at Stetson Fall Tournament
ITA SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
CX. VARNER INVITATIONAL
at National ITA OiampionsWrI|

DeLan4/ FL
Ft. Myers, F
Winter Pari
Ft. Myers, FL

Sailing
W. USCpSpartanburg
Sept. 11 (Sat.) v#. Jhfngate
Sept. 11 (Sat.) vs. Francis Marion
Sept 14 due.) VAlfbOSTA STATE
Sept. 22 (Wed.) at Lynn
Sept. 25 (Sat.) at Nova Southeastern
Sept. 26 (Sun.) at Barry
Sept. 30 (Thur.) FLORIDA SOUTHERN
1 (F ri J
at Florida Te<
Oct. 6 (W<

3:00 pan.
9;00 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
7:00 p j n .

Oct. 9 (Sat.)
Oct. 12 (Tue.) at North Florida
Oct. 15-16
at Pi^Sstsyteriari/Lander

~J$1§H8

vs

Oct 15 (Fri.)

I H P b a (at PC)

Oct 15 (Fri.)
Oct 16 (Sat.)
Oct. 16 (Sat.)
Oct. 21 (Thur.)
Oct. 21 (Thur.)
I Oct. 26 (Tue.)
1 Oct. 29 (Fri.)
Oct. 3 0 ( S a t |

at p | 8 i y terian
vs. l||f~Spartanburg U
atL«
vs. Fori Valley State (at
at Valdosta State Univei
at Flagler
BARRY
N
Act 31 (Sun3
VA SOI
Nov 3 (Wed.)
Florida S<
>v. 5 (Fri.)
ORIDA
>v. 10 (Wed.) at
>v. 12 (Fri.)
13 (Sat.) r S a i n l Leo

P | NCAAR

T.rtjf\ f J U I H

^ f iment
4:0C

Sept. 4-5
Sept. 11-12
Sept. 25-26
Oct. 9-10
Oct. IS-19
O c t 30-31
Nov. 20-21

^Hr 1 7
Bl

at Sputh Points $ iouth
•xkert
at ^ l u t h Points
&011& Points #4/Rollins
I ^ M R S A Women's Championships
jRfoutrt Points^folor
a t SAiSA Fall C3ia»g^iorisWps
atSMSA/MAISA

Tampa, FL
S t Petersburg
Winter Park, FL
Charleston, SC
FT

SPECIAL S E C T I O N :

Welcome Back, Rollins!
-

-

Rollins Welcomes Lewis M. Duncan,
The College's 14th President
Lewis M. Duncan, Rollins' 14th president, took office on August 1, 2004. Born in West Virginia and later raised in
Texas, Dr. Duncan (he actually prefers to be called Lewis), is a self-described member of the "Sputnik
Generation."
His childhood fascination with satellites and the space program guided his educational and career paths. And while
today Duncan is literally a rocket scientist, he is remarkably down to Earth. Warm, friendly and approachable, he
was attracted to ROMJIS because of the Colleges commitment to excellence, innovation and community. He believes
in the value of a liberal arts education and that Rollins has an important rote to play on the national stage in
raising the issue of how to make liberal education relevant for the 21st century.

F

ortunately for Rollins College, it was
the right place at the right time. At a
point in his career when he was
considering a college presidency, Lewis
Duncan had turned down offers from other schools. "There are still more than enough
presidential vacancies where someone is needed to save the institution," said Duncan. "But
I didn't want to do that. Rollins is a school that's in excellent health financially, great shape
physically and poised to move to higher levels of national academic quality. I believe you
make the big decisions with your heart, and this just felt right."
With an Ivy League lineage—he led Dartmouth's Thayer School of Engineering for the
past six years with great success—Duncan was Rollins' first choice to be the next president
of the College. His election by the Rollins College Board of Trustees culminated a six-month
national search that drew more than 200 applications.
"Lewis Duncan promises to build on the strong foundation and hard work of the
Rollins presidents who preceded him," said Frank Barker, chairman of the Rollins Board.
"We are confident that undef his leadership, Rollins can advance to the next level of
academic excellence and national recognition."
When asked about his immediate plans for Rollins, Duncan answered, "My plan is to
listen. I'll listen and ask questions ... and actually those are two very different things." For
the long term, he said, "I would like to leave Rollins a better place than it is today, and that's
quite a challenge because it's a wonderful place today. I think a new president has an
opportunity to revisit how things are done ... in many cases reaffirm our traditions and in
some cases find new ways of doing things that are different because the times are different."

Duncan received his bachelor's degree in physics and mathematics and his master's and
doctorate in space physics from Rice University in Houston. As a National Science
Foundation post-doctoral fellow, he conducted research at the National Astronomy and
Ionosphere Center in Puerto Rico. He subsequently joined the Los Alamos National
Laboratory as a research scientist, and later became a section head in the Division of Earth
and Space Sciences. Following service as associate dean of the College of Sciences at Clemson
University, where he was founding director of the South Carolina Space Grant Consortium,
Duncan held positions of dean, provost, senior vice president and acting president of the
University of Tulsa.
Duncan's achievements during his tenure as Dean of the Thayer School of Engineering
at Dartmouth included: significant growth and greater diversity of the School's student body,
faculty, staff and Board of Overseers; enhanced research opportunities for both
faculty and students, including a near tripling of externally funded research; doubling the
annual fund and planned giving programs and increasing alumni participation rates to
nearly 50 percent; conservative financial planning leading to substantial annual fiscal
surpluses; and a strategic planning process guiding selective faculty growth and major
facility expansion and renovation.
Duncan believes the coming years are certain to be ones of extraordinary change,
challenge and opportunity in higher education. "The world has never faced greater need for
quality liberal education for a rising generation of citizen leaders," he said. "Rollins College
is exceptionally well positioned to answer this call, and I look forward to sharing in
leadership service as Rollins' president."
—Ann Marie Varga

Rollins Athletes Achieve
Grand Success
Wins Achieved Both In and Out of the Classroom

I

n the rich history of intercollegiate

Rollins had eight teams reach NCAA

athletics at Rollins College, the 2003-

post-season play during the 2003-2004

2004 school year was indeed "one for

school year. The women's golf team claimed

the ages." The student-athletes established

the NCAA Championship. The baseball,

many new records on various fields of play,

men's tennis and men's basketball teams all

as well as in the classroom.

finished in the top five. The Tars also earned

The Tars finished sixth among the 282

points

in

men's

Association (NCAA) Division II in the

women's tennis.
The water-ski

National Association of Collegiate Directors

not

schools in National Collegiate Athletic

of

Athletics !

(N Ac D A )

V^hat IS

com pete

in

soccer,

softball

and

team, which does
the NCAA but is
part of the Collegiate
National Water-ski
Association, claimed
the
Division
II
Collegiate National
Championship for
the second straight
year.
Rollins
also
claimed the championship in both the
men's and women's
Sunshine
State

Directors' Cup |
Centuries ago, during the age of tall sailing ships,
standings. The
British sailors were known as "Tars." Rollins
only
private
connection with the Tars began in WWI
college in the
when a small Navy vessel was stationed on Lake
top 10, Rollins
Virginia, which borders half the Rollins campus.
had the smallest
With the war leaving only 10 male students at
enrollment
of
Rollins, attention shifted to the snappy uniformed
any school in the
male trainees going about their duties. The girls
called them "Tars." Before then, Rollins' varsity
top 10 and was
teams
had been called the "Blue and Gold," but
the
highest
soon the new title was adopted.
finishing school
Conference (SSC)
from the South
Mayors Cup standor East. Director's
Cup points are awarded based on success ings for the second straight year. The Tars
in NCAA Tournament competition and earned a school record five SSC

The new Cahall-Sandspur Field and Barker Family Stadium is an exciting addition that should
help elevate the already outstanding soccer programs at Rollins. The new field and stadium are
the third and final enhancements to the Rollins entranceway—the first formal entrance ever for
the 119-year-old College. Together with the McKean Gateway and the Rinker Building, the new
Cahall-Sandspur Field and Barker Family Stadium create a grand entrance and strengthen the
College's ties to the Winter Park community.
74.2

65 percent of all student-athletes had a GPA

percent of all athletic contests during the

of 3.0 or higher. For the school year, Rollins

school year.

student-athletes had a GPA of 3.13, which

Championships

and

also

won

In addition to great successes on the
playing fields, the Tars also enjoyed the

established a new school year record for
the department.

finest academic grade point average (GPA)

"It truly was a remarkable year for our

ever posted by the student-athletes. Rollins'

student-athletes," said Director of Athletics

270 student-athletes registered a GPA of

Dr. J. Phillip Roach. Roach was recently

3.16 during the spring 2004 semester and

touted in the Orlando Sentinel for not
story cwntiHHtit OH ntsuft

CAMPUS

Student

Achievements

Cherie Ramirez received an
honorable mention and was
selected as the only academic
"all star" at a southeastern comprehensive college or university by
USA Today. Each year, the All
USA College Academic Team
honors 60 undergraduates as
representatives of all outstanding
students at the nation's colleges
and universities. Ramirez was also one of two Rollins
students named as a winner of the "prestigious Goldwater
Scholarship during the 2002-03 school year.
Lara Bueso was honored as a National Hispanic Youth
Winner during the 17th Annual Hispanic Heritage Awards
on NBC. Bueso was featured as the National Hispanic
Award Winner for Journalism. She is one of six students
from across the country who were honored. Among many
other accomplishments, Bueso started her own non-profit
company called "4 My Students" when she was- 15. Today,
the organization distributes school supplies donated from
large companies to public schools in Miami-Dade County.

Bornstein Embraces
New-Role
Dr. Rita Bornstein, who concluded her 14-year
presidency of Rollins College this summer, will remain
associated with the College as George D. and Harriet W.
Cornell Professor of Philanthropy and Leadership
Development. Following a sabbatical, she will contribute to
leadership education efforts throughout the College. She
also plans to continue conducting research and writing
about leadership issues.
"I am delighted to continue my relationship with this
wonderful College," said Bornstein, who was also named
President Emerita. "I look forward to working with
President Duncan as he guides Rollins in the next phase of
its extraordinary history."

NEWS

Habitat for Humanity Students Help Make a House a Home
For the third year in a row,
Rollins students gave back to
the Winter Park community by
pounding nails and painting
walls to help a family build
a home for a family in need.
The seven-day Habitat for
Humanity course includes time
in the classroom and hard labor on home sites. In addition
to working on two Habitat houses, the course also features
classroom sessions on the history, core values and philosophy
of the organization. The Winter Park-Maitland Habitat for
Humanity affiliate and Rollins students have helped build
35 homes in Winter Park and Maidand.

Darwin Land
Thirteen
Rollins
students boarded a 93-foot
Motor Sailer Trimaran this
past May and set sail with
guides
and
professors
through the Caribbean Sea,
where they visited nine of
the Galapagos Islands. The
students, all Sustainable
Development minors, who
completed a semester-long course on national parks and
protected areas in the spring, viewed the islands' volcanoes
and sea- and wildlife, such as birds, sea lions, penguins and
whales. They also swam with huge sea turtles. Associate
Professor of Environmental Studies Barry Allen, Dean of the
Faculty Roger Casey, and his wife Robyn Allers, participated
in the study trip. In this photo, the participants are checking
out a nesting Swallow-tailed Gull, one of many bird species
that exist only in the Galapagos Islands.

Rollins College Fast Facts
U.S. News & World Report consistently ranks Rollins as one of "America's best
colleges" and its Crummer Graduate School of Business in the top 25 part-time
professional MBA programs nationwide. Additionally,
Forbes
magazine
consistently ranks Crummer among the best business schoolsforreturn on investment.

Founded in 1885 by New England Congregationalists who sought to bring their
style of liberal arts education to the Florida frontier.
Oldest recognized college in the state.
Only comprehensive liberal arts college in Florida.
Includes three schools: the College of Arts &C Sciences, the Crummer Graduate
School of Business and the Hamilton Holt School (evening studies).
Offers a total of 33 undergraduate majors and 6 graduate fields of study.
Located on a 70-acre lakefront setting.

Has 21 athletic teams, many nationally ranked.
Has a student-co-faculty ratio of 11 to 1.
Ninety-two percent of Rollins faculty possess a Ph.D. or the highest degree
in their field.
The projected enrollment for the 2004-05 school year is 3,848 and includes 1,730
College of Arts & Sciences students, 441 Crummer Graduate School of Business
students, and 1,677 Hamilton Holt School students.
Rollins' three schools awarded over 700 degrees in Spring 2004, with 301 being
awarded to graduates of the College of Arts & Sciences, 179 to Crummer
graduates, and 244 to Holt School graduates.
The top Five Majors for Spring 2004 in the College of Arts & Sciences were:
Psychology - . International Business

Economics

English

5. Politics

Students Get Down and Dirty
This past spring,
eight Rollins students
chose an alternative
to normal Spring Break
rituals by camping
out for a cause. The
alternative spring break
project involved cleaning up Sebastian Inlet.
IMPACT (a campus
peer education group)
students camped out at
Sebastian Inlet State
Park in Melbourne Beach for three nights and four days.
During the day, they installed nature trail signs, cleaned up
trails and the beach, and placed traps along two miles of
beach to count the beach mice population. They cooked
their own food, played cards and roasted s'mores in
the evenings.
The
IMPACT
program encourages
students
to
work
together through community engagement to
promote a sense of
citizenship as well as
community through
service. Plans are in
the works for a similar
trip during Spring
Break next year.

Exploring College Life
Thanks to a new effort at Rollins, incoming students now have more resources
than ever to ensure their academic, social and community success. Rollins Explorations
allows freshmen to control their own destiny and make the most of their college
experience. "This innovative program enhances the first-year experience of students
who are exploring who they are, what they value and what they want to do for their
next four years here," said Assistant Director of Student Involvement & Leadership
Doug Little. "It is thrilling to be part of this process and interact with the next
generation of Tars."
The goal of the multi-faceted program is to integrate students into a curriculum
of courses and programs both inside and outside of the classroom that help them learn,
make connections and have fun. It all begins during Orientation Weekend with "Reach
Out"—a community service project that familiarizes them with the Central Florida
community. Students participate in various renovation and clean-up projects at several
locations in an effort to make a positive difference in the lives of others.
A key component of Rollins Explorations is participation in a Rollins College
Conference (RCC) course. The classes introduce students to academic life at the
College and encourage participatory learning by offering a variety of interactive and
one-of-a-kind courses. Thirty RCC classes, which cover a variety of special interest
areas, are offered each semester and some of them include:

Has produced Rhodes, Fulbright, Goldwater and Truman Scholars. In 1987,
Donald Ciam, from the Class of 1941, received the Nobel Prize for Chemistry.
Has produced many famous alumni, including: Fred Rogers, Class of 1951, of
Mister Rogers Neighborhood, Buddy Ebsen, Class of 1930, who was a famous
theater and film star (best known for his role in Flashdance), and Dana Ivey, Class
of 1963, another famous actress (recently, she was in Legally Blond II, Red White
& Blond and Two Weeks Notice).

Alternative Spring Break -

• Visions of Harry Potter
• Darkness Visible Radio
1
Conversations Across Difference: Embracing the Power of Diversity
• Multicultural Thinking and Writing
Students are also assigned peer mentors and faculty members to guide them and
help them get back on track if their grades begin to drop. Rollins Explorations is an
integral part of the comprehensive offerings of the Office of Student Involvement &
Leadership. With more than 70 student organizations and various leadership programs,
Rollins students are able to explore all the possibilities.
,

.

—Jeni Flynn Hatter

story continued from "Rollins Athletes Acheive Success"
sacrificing academic integrity by lowering standards to attract great athletes. "We believe in
graduation and life preparation through athletics," Roach said. "A college degree is a ticket to
a better future. Our student-athletes take great pride in being successful both in their athleric
endeavors and in the classroom."
Roach is very proud of last year's accomplishments and knows it will be difficult to
maintain such a high level of success. "But I am excited about the upcoming year," he shared,
"as I know our student-athletes will continue to rise to the challenge.''

—DeanffyM

The Heart of Rollins:
A First-Class Faculty
A stellar faculty is Rollins' greatest resource
and continually brings national recognition
to the College. To honor our faculty's
intellectual achievementy teaching excellence
and dedication to learning Rollins presented
a number of awards last spring, including:
•
Buslj Professor of Science
Donald C. Griffin received
The Bornstein Award for
Faculty Scholarship, which
recognizes a faculty member
whose outstanding scholarly
achievement
or
creative
accomplishment has helped
bring national prominence to
the College.
•
Three new awards were established by the Board
of Trustees of Rollins College in honor of Rollins'
beloved alumnus and longtime trustee George
Cornell, whose generous bequest made the awards
possible. Recipients were: Crummer Graduate School
of Business Professor J. Clay Singleton, who received
Crummer's Cornell Distinguished Faculty Award;
Assistant Professor of Sociology Rhonda Singer, who
received the Cornell Distinguished Service Award; and
Professor of Biology Eileen Gregory, who received
the Cornell Distinguished Teaching Award.

Hamilton Holt School

•
Associate Professor of
Physics Thomas
Moore
received the Hugh and
Jeannette McKean Grant for
his
proposal
entitled
"International Collaboration
in Musical Acoustics."

The Right Choice for So Many

•
Rollins annually recognizes three faculty members
as 'Arthur Vining Davis
Fellows. Recipients were: Assistant Professor of
Communication Lisa Tillmann-Healy, Associate
Professor of Graduate Counseling Kathryn
Norsworthy and Visiting Assistant Professor of
Philosophy Ryan Musgrave.
•
Visiting Assistant Professor of English and
Coordinator of Expository Writing Sean Butler
received The Walter E. Barden Distinguished
Teaching Award, which is presented annually by the
Holt School Student Government Association to a
faculty member who has demonstrated innovation
and creativity in teaching and responsiveness, as well
as commitment to adult learners.
•
Assistant Professor of
Education Debra Wellman
was chosen as the recipient of
the Hugh F. McKean Award.
The McKean Award recipient
is annually selected by the
senior class of Rollins to
celebrate the art of quality
instruction.

1
I
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Rollins' Business School Serves Community
Programs in Executive Education, Entrepreneur ship, Leadership and More
Offer Students and Community Opportunities to Learn

S

ince its founding in 1957, Rollins' Crummer Graduate School of Business has served as a resource for Winter Park
and the surrounding community. With the philosophy that life-long learning distinguishes successful people and
organizations, the School continues to expand its reach into the community with education, training and services for
everyone from small business owners to senior corporate executives.
Hosting Executives
Last year, the Crummer School's Management and Executive Education (M&EE) hosted more than 800
executives, managers and front-line employees from local and national companies through its public, Corporate University
and custom programs. These successful individuals attended public programs in human resources, leadership, supervision,
finance, management and sales. Others were involved with Corporate University, a strategic alliance between the M&EE
and seven Central Florida-based companies, which is designed to meet the collective management development needs of
member companies through the pursuit of common educational objectives. Embracing Leadership Excellence was a
custom program designed for Darden's Olive Garden restaurants and offers restaurant and general managers from the U.S.
and Canada opportunities to enhance their leadership skills in an interactive, dynamic learning environment that focuses
on Olive Garden's guiding principles and commitment to their guests.

Serving Entrepreneurs
Historically, small- and mid-sized companies have been the economic drivers responsible for the majority of new jobs.
This is particularly true in Central Florida where Rollins launched the Center for Entrepreneurship to better serve this
critical sector. With a focus on established enterprises with significant growth potential and a strong entrepreneurial spirit,
the Center has provided a variety of symposiums, lectures, workshops and networking opportunities to area entrepreneurs.
The School also partnered with Dynetech Corporation to organize an Entrepreneur of the Year Award and founded a
Student-Alumni Entrepreneurship Society, which includes more than 70 members.
Developing Leaders
Last year, the Center for Leadership Development was established to complement the curriculum and focus on
character, communication skills and creative problem solving. Local and national executives came to campus to meet with
students and provide a real-world perspective on decision making at the highest ranks of an organization. Students were
given leadership assessments, one of which was developed by Crummer School Professors of Management James Higgins
and Sam Certo, designed to measure and evaluate the effects of the MBA curriculum on the development of leadership
skills. The purpose of the assessments was to oudine areas for improvement and serve as a basis for program planning and
curriculum development. Results were used in advising sessions with students, which helped ensure focused growth efforts.
Given the targeted classroom teaching, workshops and individual advising, there has been an improvement across the board
with each successive assessment.
In addition to discovering how factors such as personality and emotional intelligence shape their leadership style and
career progression, students are offered an opportunity through the Leadership Center to participate in a defined certificate
program, and a select few earned honors as Distinguished Leaders of Merit.
Offering Real-World Experience
Crummer School students receive real-world experience with practical projects called "Global and Domestic Practica,"
which are the cornerstone to practical learning at the School. Companies identify a project in such areas as finance,
accounting, marketing, business-plan preparation, general business research, operations and organizational issues. A team
of students then spends 12 weeks learning about the project and offers suggestions for improvements. Last year,^more than
130 students and 30 companies, including CNL, Coca Cola, Bank of America Gaylord Palms and Middleton Pest
Control, participated in this program. One such project involved Winter Parks PCE Investment Bankers. Several teams of
students designed the PCE Florida Index, the first-ever index to measure the performance of Flondas small, pubhdytraded companies. Another team of students helped the City of Winter Park conduct a sister-city evaluation to find
international cities that might make good partners for our city.
—Millie Eriehsen

I

ndividuals of all ages and diverse backgrounds gravitate
to the evening degree program at Rollins' Hamilton Holt
School for intellectual challenge, professional
development and personal enrichment. Many work full time
while managing college studies and a family. Recent
graduates of the Holt School illustrate a diverse group of
students drawn together by a common thread—the desire
for personal growth and achievement.
Marge Betts, 58, received a master's degree in teaching,
realizing a long-time dream. "I wanted to be a teacher before
entering college in 1977," said Betts, who worked for more
than 30 years as a customer service supervisor for various
Florida companies. "But I couldn't afford to quit my job in
order to do the one-year teaching internship required. I've
always loved working with children." Betts now teaches first
grade at the Hope Charter School in Winter Garden. "I'm
doing what I always wanted to do."
Dientje Francis, 24, an
undergraduate international student from the Commonwealth
of Dominica in the West Indies,
completed a bachelor's degree in
English and psychology in four
years and now aspires to law
school and a doctorate in clinical
psychology. An accomplished
writer, she was named the
outstanding senior of the Holt
undergraduate class of 2004.
Francis enjoys the process of growth associated with
education. "It's important to take on different roles and
challenges in order to always move forward to become
something other than who you are at the moment," Francis
said. "If you aren't moving forward, you are dying."
Ann Moore, 66, a lifelong community activist and
professional volunteer, returned to college seven years ago
seeking a contrast to volunteer work. Articulate and
energetic, Moore was one of five Central Floridians to
receive the Jefferson Award in a national volunteer
recognition program. Moore graduated in May with a
master's degree in liberal studies.
"Volunteering can be a full-time-job," Moore said. "I
had the great fortune of not having to work—something few
women have today," she said, "so I made a commitment to
my family and community." Because her daughter has a
developmental disability, Moore took a keen interest in
Special Olympics for 10 years, and she served for six years on
the Florida Developmental Disabilities Council.
Moore now devotes 30
^PPPI"
mjljr :ii~:„
hours each week as a volunteer
governing board member of the
ji •
St.
Johns
River
Water
. ,***'
Management District helping
educate the public about
environmental and water issues.
"Most people really do not
t
understand how critical the
water issue is in Florida,"
she said. "When I was a kid,
there
were
two
million
people in Florida. Now there are 15 million. We can't just
keep sucking water out of the aquifer."
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Harry Straight, 58, a freelance writer and "house
husband," also received the master's degree in liberal studies
in May. Involved in a book club with graduates of the
program, he realized that going back to college would help
him update his undergraduate education of 30 years ago. "So
much has changed. It was a way to get back into a learning
mode, and inspire my children to continue learning."
After working for 25 years as a newspaper reporter,
Straight quit his job in 1990 to stay home with his two
children, now 14 and 12.
"Every father should try reversing roles," he said. "What
you get back is unbelievable. And being in a different role
makes you more understanding of what women go
through." Straight still has time to write, travel and play
saxophone in a rock-and-roll band he formed five years ago.
"I'm doing everything I want to do."
—Linda Carpenter
If you would like to learn more about the Holt School
and its range of undergraduate and graduate programs or
the Florida Teacher Certification Programs, please
call 407-644-1328.

SPECIAL SECTION: Welcome Back RoKns!
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2004 Rollins College
Fall Sports Schedule
Home games are capitalized and in bold; all others
are away. For additional information, please visit:
w w w . rollins.edu/athletics/
VOLLEYBALL
AUG. 27-28
Aug. 27 at 1 p.m.
Aug. 27 at 7 p.m.
Aug. 28 at 2 p.m.
Aug. 2 8 at 8 p.m.
Sept. 3-4
Sept. 3 at 3 p.m.
Sept. 3 at 7 p.m.
Sept. 4 at 2 p.m.
Sept. 4 at 6 p.m.
Sept. 10-11
Sept. 10 at 9 a.m.
Sept. 10 at 3 p.m.
Sept. 11 at 9 a.m.
Sept. 11 at 1 p.m.
Sept. 14 at 3 p.m.
Sept. 22 at 7 p.m.
Sept. 25 at 4 p.m.
Sept. 26 at 2 p.m.
Sept. 3 0 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 1 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 6 at 5 p.m.
Oct. 8 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 9 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 12 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 15-16
Oct. 15 at 4 p.m.
Oct. 15 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 16 at 12 p.m.
Oct. 16 at 2 p.m.
Oct. 21 at 3 p.m.
Oct. 21 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 26 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 29 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 30 at 4 p.m.
Oct. 31 at 2 p.m.
Nov. 3 at 7 p.m.
Nov. 5 at 7 p.m.
Nov. 10 at 7 p.m.
Nov. 12 at 7 p.m.
Nov. 13 at 7 p.m.
Nov. 18-20

CHAMPIONS SPORTS INVT'L
MARS HILL
AUGUSTA STATE
LENOIR-RHYNE
FLORIDA GULF COAST
ROLLINS FALL BASH
ASHLAND
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
MONTEVALLO
WEST GEORGIA
at Armstrong Atlantic Tournament
vs. Presbyterian
vs. USC-Spartanburg
vs. Wingate
vs. Francis Marion
VALDOSTA STATE
at Lynn
at Nova Southeastern
at Barry
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
at Florida Tech
TAMPA
SAINT LEO
ECKERD
at North Florida
at Presbyterian/Lander Tournament
vs. Catawba (at PC)
at Presbyterian •
vs. USC-Spartanburg (at LU)
at Lander
vs. Fort Valley State (at VSU)
at Valdosta State University
at Flagler
BARRY
LYNN
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN
at Florida Southern
FLORIDA TECH
at Eckerd
at Tampa
at Saint Leo
at NCAA Regional

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Aug. 28 at 1 p.m.
Aug. 29 at 11 a.m.
Sept. 3 at 5 p.m.
Sept. 5 at 12 p.m.
Sept. 10 at 4 p.m.
Sept. 12 at 12 p.m.
Sept. 15 at 7 p.m.
Sept. 23 at 4 p.m.
Sept. 2 9 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 4 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 7 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 9 at 2 p.m.
Oct. 12 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 15 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 19 at 5 p.m.
Oct. 23 at 3 p.m.
Oct. 30 at 7 p.m.
Nov. 2-7

vs. Belmont Abbey (at Tampa)
vs. Wingate (at Tampa)
MONTEVALLO
ALABAMA-HUNTSVILLE
at Clayton State
at West Georgia
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN
at Lynn
NORTH FLORIDA
FLAGLER
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
vs. Robert Morris (at Disney)
FLORIDA TECH
at Tampa
at Barry
at Eckerd
SAINT LEO
at SSC Tournament

at Southern Connecticut
vs. Franklin Pierce (at Southern CT)
MONTEVALLO
ALABAMA-HUNTSVILLE
at Florida Tech (non-SSC)
EMBRY-RIDDLE
PALM BEACH ATLANTIC
NOVA SOUTHEASTERN
at Flagler
at Lynn
ST. THOMAS
FLORIDA SOUTHERN
at Tampa
FLORIDA TECH
at Eckerd
at Barry
NORTH FLORIDA
SAINT LEO
at SSC Tournament

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec

17 at 7 p.m.
18 at 7 p.m.
2 3 at 7 p.m.
3
4
11 at 7 p.m.
14 at 7:30 p.m.
18-19
29-30

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec

2 9 at
29 i t
3 0 at
3 0 at

WOMEN'S
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Dec.
Dec
Dec
Dec.
Dec

6
8
6
8

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

PUERTO RICO-MAYAGUEZ
PUERTO RICO-CAYEY
SAINT LEO (NON-SSC)
at Queen's Tournament
at Queen's Tournament
SAINT MARY'S (TX)
WEBBER INTERNATIONAL
at High Desert Classic (Las Vegas, NV)
WINTER PARK ROTARY
TANGERINE TOURNAMENT
BENTLEY VS. FRANCIS MARION
ROLLINS VS. COKER
CONSOLATION GAME
CHAMPIONSHIP GAME

BASKETBALL

17 at 5 p m.
2 0 at 4 p.m.
2 3 at 5 pan.
2 6 at 2 p.m.
2 7 at 2 p.m.
3 0 at 7 p.m.
4 at 4 p.m.
13
2 7 at 7 pun.
30-31
30 at 1 p.m.
31 at 3 p.m.

r.r«NFi.i. FINE ARTS M U S E U M

www.rollins.edu/cfam
Rossini Stabat Mater, April 30, 2005 at 8 p.m. & May 1, 2005 at 3 p.m.

The galleries of the Cornell Fine Arts Museum are closed in preparation
for renovation and expansion. However, the Museum will continue its
educational and membership programming, and will offer the following
Florida Vision Lecture Series with art museum directors through the fall
and spring. All events will be held in the Suntrust Auditorium (heated
in Crummer Hall), and are free and open to the public. For a complete
schedule of events, please call 407-646-2526 or visit our Web site.

WINTER PARK BACH FESTIVAL

Gail Archer organ recital, February 18, 2005 at 8 p.m. & lecture,
February 19, 2005 at 11 a.m.
Amadeus Trio, February 19, 2005 at 8 p.m.
St. Martin in the Field, February 20, 2005 at 3 p.m.

September 19, 2004 at 3 p.m., Growing Pains: The Ham Museum Comes
of Age, Rebecca Martin Nagy, director, Samuel P. Ham Museum of Art,
University of Florida

Beethoven Symphony No. 9, February 25 & 26, 2005 at 8 p.m.

October 24, 2004, at 3 p.m., A Directors Journey: Building a New Museum,
Dahlia Morgan, director, The Patricia & Philip Frost Art Museum, Florida
International University

Dawn Upshaw, February 27, 2005 at 3 p.m.

November 14, 2004 at 3 p.m., Masterpieces of Propaganda: Early 20thcentury Posters at the Wolftonian, Cathy Leff, director, The Wolfsonian,
Florida International University

Miles Hoffman (lecture), March 5, 2005 at 10:30 a.m.

Brahms German Requiem, March 4, 2005 at 8 p.m.

Bach Mass in B Minor, March 5, 2005 at 3 p.m.
WINTER PARK BACH FESTIVAL LUNCH SERIES

January 23, 2005 at 3 p.m., USF's Contemporary Museum & Graphics
Studio, Margaret A. Miller, director, Contemporary Art Museum,
University of South Florida

All performances will be held at Noon at the First Congregational Church.
RS. V.P. by previous Friday to 407-646-2182 for $5 lunch after the performance.

February 13, 2005 at 3 p.m., Expanding on Ringlihg's Vision for His
Museum, John Wetenhau, Ph.D., executive director, university dean,
John & Mable Ringling Museum of Art

Rollins Jazz Trio, October 6, 2004

April 3, 2005 at 3 p.m., Musings: Building a Diverse Collection at University
of Miami, Brian A. Dursum, director & chief curator, Lowe Art Museum,
University of Miami

Miles Hoffman (viola), March 2, 2005

Rollins Concert Choir and the Rollins Singers, November 3, 2004

Rollins Faculty Woodwind Quintet, April 6, 2005

A N N I E RUSSELL THEATRE

www.rolIins.edu/theatre

Music DEPARTMENT EVENTS

Performances are held in the Annie Russell Theatre.
For more information, please call the Box Office at 407-646-2145.

All concerts are free unless otherwise indicated. All concerts are in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel unless otherwise indicated. For further
information, contact 407-646-2233.

THE THEATRE SERIES
FACULTY SERIES

Oscar & Felix: A New Look at The Odd Couple, September 24-October 2,
2004 • Written by Neil Simon and directed by S. Joseph Nassif. Neil has
updated his classic comedy and the Annie has it! Watch and laugh as these
two dysfunctional buddies are yanked—screaming and cleaning—into the
new millennium!

Faculty Showcase, September 12, 2004 at 7:30p.m. Music faculty members
perform various styles from classical to jazz. Performances will be held at the
First Congregational Church.
Terry Yount (organ), November 7, 2004 at 3 p.m.

MEN'S SOCCER
Aug. 27 at 7 p.m.
Aug. 29 at 2 p.m.
Sept. 3 at 7 p.m.
Sept. 5 at 2 p.m.
Sept. 8 at 4 p.m.
Sept. 11 at 7 p.m.
Sept. 14 at 7 p.m.
Sept. 17 at 7 p.m.
Sept. 2 0 at 7 p.m.
Sept. 25 at 3 p.m.
Sept. 29 at 4 p.m.
Oct. 6 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 12 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 15 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 20 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 23 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 2 6 at 7 p.m.
Oct. 30 at 2 p.m.
Nov. 2-7

THE ARTS AT ROLLINS COLLEGE

PUERTO RICO-MAYAGUEZ
GEORGIA COLLEGE
PUERTO RICO-BAYOMAN
at North Florida Classic
at North Florida Classic
PUERTO RICO-RIO P1EDRAS
NORTH FLORIDA
at Flagler
WAYNE STATE (MI)
at North Florida New Year's Classic
vs. Flagler
at North Florida

Extremities, November 12-20, 2004 • Written by William Mastrosimone
and directed by Thomas Ouellette. This gripping drama explores the
consequences when an assaulted woman takes matters into her own
' hands. What happens when a person is pushed to extremes—and whose
side will you take?

Gary Wolf-(piano), February 6, 2004 at 3 p.m.
Gloria Cook (piano), March 23, 2005 at 7 p.m.
David Cedel (cello) and Gary Wolf (piano), April 10, 2005 at 3 p.m.

Twelfth Night, February 18-26, 2005 • Written by William Shakespeare
and directed by David Charles. One of the Bards best romps conjures up
a combustible mix of mistaken identity, madness and misdirected passion.
This not-so-traditional romantic comedy boasts some of Shakespeare's
most memorable characters and quotable repartee!

MASTERCLASS SERIES

Ann Dubsky, November 19, 2004 at 1 p.m.
Amadeus Trio, February 18, 2005 at 1 p.m.

A Day in Hollywood IA Night in the Ukraine, April 22-30, 2005 • Book and
lyrics by Dick Vosburgh, music by Frank Lazarus, and directed by W. Robert \
Sherry and Thomas Ouellette. This charming and tuneful "double feature'"
opens at Graumans Chinese Theatre with a loving tribute to the movie
musicals of the 1930s. Zany Act Two is a (very) loose adaptation of
Chekhov's The Bear as interpreted by the Marx Brothers. This magical
evening opens with a loving celebration of vintage Hollywood and closes
with the trademark schtick of the cinema's greatest clowns!

Dawn Upshaw (soprano), February 28, 2005 at 3 p.m.
Miles Hoffman (viola), March 3, 2005 at 12 p.m.
Music AT MIDDAY

Performances will be held in the Knowles Memorial Chapel at
12:30 p.m. on the following dates:

THE DANCE SERIES

October (2004) - 5, 7, 14, 26, 28 • November (2004) - 4, 11, 16
March (2005) - 8, 10, 24, 29, 31 • April (2005) - 5, 7, 12, 14, 19, 21

Rollins Dance XDC, March 25 & 26, 2005 at 8 p.m.
Rollins College and Valencia Community College join forces to present
an evening of faculty-choreographed works performed by students.

CHRISTMAS VESPERS

BACH FESTIVAL SOCIETY

December 3-4, 2004 at 6 p.m. (prelude), 6:30 p.m. (processional)
Performed by Rollins music department students in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel. For ticket information, call 407-646-2115.

www.bachfestivaIflorida.org
All performances will be held in the Knowles Memorial Chapel, unless
otherwise noted. For ticket information, please call the Bach Festival
Office at 407-646-2182.

HALLOWEEN HOWL

11th Annual Halloween Howl, October 30, 2004, Noon-3 p.m., Mills Lawn

THE BACH FESTIVAL SOCIETY VISITING ARTIST SERIES
v c
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I WINTER WITH THE. WWITBPS

Yehn Bronfman (piano), December 5, 2004 at 3 p.m., Annie Russell Theatre \

www.rollins.edu/winterwiththewriters

Red Priest (recorder, violin, cello and harpsicord), March 11, 2005 at 8 p.m.

Winter With the Writers, A Festival of the Literary Arts presents talks by the
following distinguished visiting authors in the Bush Auditorium:

Orpheus (chamber orchestra), April 2, 2005 at 3 p.m.
Jerusalem Quartet, May 7, 2005 at 3 p.m.
T H E BACH FESTIVAL SOCIETY CHORAL MASTERWORKS SERIES

Performed by the Bach Festival Choir and Orchestra
Bloch Sacred Service & Copland Quiet City & Clarinet Concerto,
October 22, 2004 at 8 p.m. & October 24, 2004 at 3 p.m.
Holiday Choral Masterworks, December 11, 2004 at 7 p.m. & December
12, 2004 at 2 p.m.

Barbara Robinette Moss, memoirist, February 3, 2005 at 8 p.m.
Denise Dubamel, poet, February 10, 2005 at 8 p.m.
Edward P. Jones, fiction writer, February 17, 2005 at 8 p.m.
Michael Ondaatje, fiction writer and poet, February 24, 2005 at 8 p.m.
OTHER GUEST SPEAKERS

Nobel Peace Prize Winner Betty Williams, November 18, 2004 at 7:30 p.m.
Bush Auditorium (in conjunction with Peace Jam)

in Winter Ark. PU^u, cbed, At UsUd ^b site,forupdated information as events m-r subject t. cbanp.
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